Today plastics and synthetic polymers
are produced mainly from hydrocarbons (oil).
Given that these do not degrade, they pollute
the environment. With the industrial
production of PHAs, made by Bio-on
we can create a 100% biodegradable
plastic. PHA Polyhydroxyalkanoate
is a polymer of the polyester family.
It was isolated and characterized in 1925.
To this day, it is considered to be the
best polymer in the world.

The “white disc” represent the organic
polymer minerv PHAs obtained from sugar
beet. These elements are the result of
increased bacteria nourished by the juices
of beet (waste molasses). The next step
is the process of recovery (recovery of PHAs)
are retrieved when Polyhydroxyalkanoate
PHAs and separated from the rest
of the organic material of the cell.
All waste material (in small quantity)
is re-entered in the initial production cycle.

The PHAs bio polymer is obtained from
agricultural waste. We use molasses,
beet juices and sugar cane.
We do not use any food nor cereals.
All our waste is OGM free. We do not
genetically modify any of the bacteria
we use for production. The Bio-on process
perfectly reproduces a natural process.
Future chemistry mankind’s friend.

The natural bacteria selection used
by Bio-on and the agricultural waste
(molasses) are digested inside a fermenter
in a few dozen hours.
The bacteria build up PHAs, a reserve
of energy. This is how the natural Bio-on
polyester is created. It’s completely natural
and it has the same features as the main
oil-based plastics.

After the fermentation the PHAs are
extracted. The bio polymer is extracted
without any organic solvents, fully
respecting nature and without polluting.
Bio-on is the only company in the
world that has set up an industrial
process without any organic solvents,
respecting nature.

Once the PHAs (microscopic white balls)
are extracted, they are dried. We then
get a white dust and the polymer is ready
to be either used or further processed.
The first totally natural bio plastic
comes to life.
The remaining organic matter is used
for a new fermentation cycle and used
as food for new bacteria.
Nothing is wasted.

Once obtained, the bio polymer dust
can be extruded to make the pellet.
This bio polymer granule is the most
commonly used one and it is utilized
with all transformers.
The PHAs bio polymer by Bio-on can be
used to create objects by injection or
extrusion, replacing most plastics made
from oil used till now such as PC, PE,
PET, PP, HADPE, LDPE and more…

In 2013 Bio-on presented the world's first
product made with PHAs, the 100%
naturally water-biodegradable bioplastic.
The initial test of this revolutionary
material chose a lamp in Polycarbonate
(PC), designed by Philippe Starck in 1991
and an icon in lighting design.

Increasing numbers of applications are
made of PHAs, thus teaming the
creativity and experience of large
companies with the innovation of Bio-on,
the sole owner of the technology to
produce MINERV PHAs bioplastic.
Bio-on has successfully made the
biopolymer to construct small and large
items, replacing Polyethylene,
Polypropylene, Polycarbonate,
Polystyrene and many other oil-based
plastics.

Minerv PHAs (Bio-on) is certified with the
prestigious recognition of total and natural
biodegradability in water.
Bio-on was the world's first company operating
in PHA production to receive this important
certification, in 2008. All other plastics are
biodegradable solely in compost, not naturally.
Our product, on the other hand, is 100%
biodegradable by nature in compost, fresh
and salt water. In 2014 it was also recognised
as a USDA BIOBASED PRODUCT by the United
States Department of Agriculture.

Thanks to the low environmental impact
of the PHAs production by Bio-on, we wanted
to design a production method as sustainable
and environmental-friendly as possible.
A large, low-cost project that increases the
value of space for people, the used materials
and the environmental impact. The modular
structure is expandable and can be built
all over the world. The design foresees
an increasable PHAs production capacity
of 10.000 tons/year.
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